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Abstract 
Nowadays, wireless sensor network has been of interest to investigators and the 

greatest challenge in this part is the limited energy of sensors. Sensors usually are 
in the harsh environments and transit in these environments is hard and impossible 
and moreover the nodes use non- replaceable batteries. Because of this, saving 
energy is very important. In this paper we tried to decrease hard and complex 
computing with using soft computing such as fuzzy logic and we used it in cluster 
head selection part. Hard and complex computing can waist energy, because of this, 
we used some techniques to solve this problem. Minimum cost tree (MCT) helps to 
find minimum path, so we used this technique for intra cluster routing and again 
more over we used distributed source coding (DSC) technique for aggregating data. 
Finally all of methods could reduce energy consumption and increase network 
lifetime. Proposed algorithm is called FCMCT and simulation and results show 
improvement. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks include a large number of inexpensive sensors with limited 
energy and the ability to sense, confined computing ability [1]. The sensors monitor the 
environment and collect data from the environment next send to the sink. These sensors 
are equipped by a radio, a limited power source such as batteries, memory limitations to 
be able to monitor their surroundings. Some of these sensors are equipped by secondary 
power source such as solar energy [2]. 
    Recent studies have attempted to design a network that can save energy and increase 
network lifetime and this issue have been proposed as one of the main challenges in 
recent years. The proposed various routings are solution for this [6, 7]. References [3, 4] 
used a minimum -cost path to send data to the sink, in a large sensor network. In this 
algorithm, the optimal cost was found and each node broadcast its optimal cost to its 
neighbors. Sending many of these messages makes a lot of Overflow. The DSC 
technique, a technique in information theory for compress the data, can solve this 
problem. 
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    Source [5] used the DSC technique to reduce the energy consumption of nodes in 
wireless sensor network. The other ways to help increase life time of the network are 
hierarchical techniques such as clustering [8]. In the cluster based network, the network 
is divided into small groups which is called cluster and each cluster includes number of 
nodes, one node is selected as cluster head (CH) which is responsible for collecting data 
from cluster members and sends it to the sink. Sending data through the cluster heads to 
the sink can be directly or multi hop routing [9]. We have discussed about some related 
works in Section II, in Section III, we explain a preliminary of DSC. Finally we will 
explain the proposed algorithm, a routing algorithm based on fuzzy clustering and 
minimum cost tree in wireless sensor network (FCMCT) and then simulation and result 
are proposed. 

2. Related Works 

    Proposed routing protocols in wireless sensor networks and ad-hoc network can 
reduce energy consumption and end -to-end delay [10]. Source [18] has proposed an 
energy-aware routing protocol that can reduce power consumption and end- to-end 
delay in the same time. It can minimize the number of hops for sending data to the 
remote distances. 
    LEACH [11] is a well-known hierarchical protocol, in this algorithm, the network is 
divided into small groups that are called clusters and each cluster has a cluster head 
(CH). The role of cluster head rotates randomly between cluster members in per round 
and it can balance the energy consumption in the network, cluster heads send data by 
single hop and directly. Another routing protocol that uses clustering is ECP [12]. 
Unlike LEACH, in this protocol multi hop routing is used for sending data to the sink. 
    Protocol CHEF [13] and EAUCF use fuzzy method in clustering such as [14]. HEED 
[15] has been able to improve LEACH algorithm. In this algorithm cluster head 
selection was not random, cluster heads are selected according to their residual energy. 
Algorithm LEACH-FL [17] uses fuzzy logic and an approach similar to [16]; it 
improves the LEACH and uses three- parameters: residual energy, node degree and the 
distance to the sink as input of fuzzy system. Reference [23] modes routing overhead 
generated by reactive routing protocol and this algorithm has two main phases: rout 
discovery and rout maintains and it uses the expanding ring search algorithm for 
controlling flooding generated by blind flooding mechanism. Reference [24] studied on 
design requirements for routing link metrics and it selected Expected Transmission 
Count (ETX), Minimum Delay (MD), Minimum Loss (ML) and its proposed metric and 
again in [26] proposed a new quality link metrics and it compared performance of three 
existing QLMs; Expected Transmission Count (ETX), Minimum Delay (MD), 
Minimum Loss (ML) in Static Wireless Multi-hop Networks. 
[25] Considered impact of mobility on the behavior of three reactive protocol (AODV, 
DSR, DYMO) and three proactive protocol (DSDV, FSR, OLSR). 
Reference [27] proposed EAST algorithm and it has two phases, initial and run-time. In 
first phase, reference node builds a model for nodes in network. In the second phase 
based on previous model, this algorithm adapted the link quality to dynamically 
maintain each link with respect to time. [29] Proposed an algorithm with unequal 
clustering, called EAUCF (Energy-Aware Unequal Clustering with Fuzzy), It makes 
local decisions for determining competition radius and electing cluster-heads. In order 
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to estimate the competition radius for tentative cluster-heads, EAUCF employs both 
residual energy and distance to the base station parameters. 

3. Fuzzy Logic 

    Fuzzy logic uses the human experiences and human decisions. This system is used 
infinite set between zero and one instead of an Aristotelian system that is a finite set 
include zero and one. Input and output of the system under a set of linguistic rules are 
created. The system has four main parts including a fuzzifier, a fuzzyrules, an inference 
engine and a defuzzifier as shown in Figure1. In the fuzzifier state, each input variable 
is assigned to linguistic value which is needed by inference engine. In the rule base 
state, a set of fuzzy rules is defined that the fuzzy system uses for evaluation, inference 
engine draws conclusions from fuzzy rules and finally defuzzifier gets inference 
engine's output as input and gives us the final output. We used the most common 
inference technique, called the mamdani methods, because of its simplicity. The 
membership functions can have different shapes. Some of the most frequently used 
shapes include triangular, trapezoidal, and Gaussian shaped. The rule- base has a set of 
linguistic statements, called rules. The forms of these rules are IF-THEN rules, so we 
Consider a t-input 1-output FLS with rules of the form: 
Ri : IF x1 is S1

i and x2 is S2
i  and… and xt is St

i  THEN y is Ai. 
When input  = {  ́,  ́, … ,   ́}  is applied, the degree of Firing of some rule Ri can be 
computed as:     (  ́) ∗     (  ́) ∗ … ∗     (  ́) =          (  ́ ) 
Here l represents the membership function and both * and T indicate the chosen 
triangular norm. A triangular norm is a binary operation such as AND or OR applied to 
the fuzzy sets provided by the membership functions [28]. 
In this paper we use triangular membership function, when membership function is 
triangular, using triangular fuzzifier causes to reduce calculates in the inference engine 
and triangular fuzzifier can avoid of noises in input.  
 

Figure.1. fuzzy set diagram [22] 

4. Proposed algorithm 

    The proposed algorithm consists of three phases: the selection cluster head, 
aggregation data and MCT routing in intra-cluster, cluster heads send data to the sink. 
For increasing network life time, we use some methods such as fuzzy logic in cluster 
heads selection, using DSC techniques for data aggregation and use MCT algorithm to 
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find the minimum path. All of distances are the Euclidean distance that has been 
obtained by (1).   , =  (  −   ) + (  −   )  (1) 

4.1. Phase1- Cluster heads selection 

    We use fuzzy logic for cluster heads selection and the rules that are used are If-Then 
rules (Table 1). This algorithm is using the two parameters as input: distance to the sink 
(Distance to BS) and the residual energy of the nodes (Energy Level) for selecting 
cluster heads. First parameter is valued by Far, Medium and Close and second 
parameter can be valued by Low, Medium and High. The output would have value of 
Very Weak, Weak, Little Weak, Little Medium, Medium, High Medium, Little Strong, 
Strong and Very Strong. 
    In the first stage, the input energy and the distance to the sink has received and 
evaluated by the rules defined in Table 1 and finally the output will be a constant. 
Figures 2, 3 and 4in the input fuzzy parameters and output fuzzy sets are shown. 

 
Figure.2. Input parameters from a fuzzy set to sink 

Figures 2 and 3 are input parameters for fuzzy system and based on these parameters, 
determine chance for becoming cluster head (CH). The node which has more chance, is 
selected as CH. The diagram of chance is shown in figure 4. If a node has less distance 
to the sink and it has more energy level, its chance for becoming CH is high. 
 

 
Figure.3.Energy level parameters of the fuzzy set of nodes 
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Figure 4 shows the chance for becoming CH in fuzzy set and the linguistic values for 
this variable can be Very Weak, Weak, Little Weak, Little Medium, Medium, High 
Medium, Little Strong, Strong and Very Strong.  
 

 

Figure.4. chance for becoming cluster heads in fuzzy set as output 

 

Table1. Fuzzy If-Then rules in selecting cluster heads 

Chance Distance to BS Energy Level  
Very Weak Far Low 1 
Weak Medium Low 2 
Little Weak Close Low 3 
Little Medium Far Medium 4 
Medium Medium Medium 5 
High Medium Close Medium 6 
Little Strong Far High 7 
Strong Medium High 8 
Very Strong Close High 9 

4.2. Phase2-MCT routing in intra-cluster and aggregation data 

    Before introducing the MCT algorithm, at first we must have some basic definitions 
that will help us to understand the algorithm. 

(I) The basic definitions 
    For data aggregation is used the DSC technique. In fact, the main idea of this 
technique is reducing the redundancy as much as possible and to reduce the data size. A 
sensor network with N nodes (X1, X2,..., XN), its entropy will be shown by H (X1, X2, 
..., XN).  
DSC techniques are used to reduce data redundancy. According to the information 
theory, we have:  (  ,  , … ,   ) ≤  (  ) +  (  ) +⋯+ (  ) (2) 
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 (  ,  , … ,   ) =   (  ) +  (  |  ) +⋯+ (  |  ,  , … ,   ) (3) 
And also: 
And  (  |  ) is entropy of    that has the information of    too, 
also  (  |  ,   , … ,   ) is defined similar to  (  |  ). 
    DSC implementation in large networks with many nodes is an NP-Complete problem 
[19], so we cluster the network and implement these algorithms in each cluster.   , (d) is part of the energy factor when the data is sent from node S2 to S0.    (d)is part of the energy factor when the data is sent from node S3to the sink S0.   , (d) = 2E    +  E   . d(  ,  )  (4)    (d) =   , (d) +   , (d) (5) 

    Where d (S0, S2) is the distance between two nodes S0, S2that S3 sensor is sent your 
data through S2 to S0. 
The cost functions when S4 sends its data from node S0 to node S1is: C  [S , S ] = k    , (d) +    (d)  (6) 

And if sends through node S3: C  [S , S ] = k    , (d) +    (d)  (7) 

 
k1 and k2 are the number of transmitted bits which is obtained through the theory 
information and following formula: k = n    ×  Entropy(S , S )− Entropy(S )  (8) k = n    ×  Entropy(S , S ) − Entropy(S )  (9) 

Entropy (S4) is entropy data that is obtained from S4 and the entropy (S1, S4) is the 
entropy of the combination of S1 and S4 and ndata is the number of data bits. 
Total energy expense is as follows:  ̅ = ∑        [  , ]     (10) 

N is the total number of sensor nodes in the network, C_ (path-i) [S_i, R] is energy 
costs, when Si sends data to Ri through path i. 

(II) MCT routing within a cluster 
    In the intra- cluster routing, a routing algorithm is used based on the minimum cost 
tree (MCT). At first we consider a set Ω that represents the minimum cost or minimal. It 
begin from the cost of a cluster heads and will continue until it includes all minimum 
cost nodes. The minimum cost of cluster heads to its own is considered zero. The cost 
of other sensor nodes is the sum of Edge cost function connected to the node and edge 
cost function which is supposed to be added to that node. 
    At each step, a node is added to the set Ω and a node is added to the collection, so this 
node is not selectable in the later stages. This algorithm chooses a minimum path 
definitely to prove see the source [21]. 
    To obtain the optimal path, if C (Ssink, S *) is cost of each sensor to the sink, cluster 
head send a message with the minimum cost to its direct neighbors (cost of cluster 
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heads to its own is considered zero).A node which receive the message do this way: in 
the first stage if Sj is cluster head and Si is a node which receive message we have: 
While si receives the message from sj 
If message contain cost C (ssink, sj) 
If C (Ssink, sj) + C (sj, si) <C (Ssink, si) 
C (Ssink, si) = C (Ssink, sj) + C (sj, si); 
Set sj as si parent sensor; 
sj broadcast a message to its directly connected neighbor sensors with C (Ssink, si); 
    So in this phase we use MCT routing for gathering data from intra cluster nodes 
which its own use DSC technique for gathering data. In this phase sink is the main 
center which the data send to. 

4.3. Phase3-Send to sink 

    In this phase when the clusters were formed, Cluster heads collect data from its 
cluster members and according to the DSC techniques, compress data from sensor to 
sensor, and place in a packet in the cluster heads and send it to its neighbor cluster 
heads which is closer to the sink to be delivered to the sink. 

5. Results of the simulation algorithm 

    The proposed algorithm is simulated with MATLAB R2010a. We distribute 100 
nodes randomly in a 100 m × 100 m screen coordinates. The parameters used in the 
implementation of this algorithm are shown in Table 2. 
    We compare our proposed algorithm with a clustering MCT algorithm (in this 
research is called briefly CMCT). The results of our implementation show that the 
proposed algorithm by using a fuzzy cluster heads choose the very best acts of the 
previous algorithm and enhance the network lifetime and reduce energy costs of nodes. 
The MCT algorithm to compress data that is sent from sensor to sensor - is used 
compression method based entropy. 

Radio model 
    Radio model for communication between nodes used in this paper comes from 
sources [21] and [20]. Equation (11) shows k bits power consumption at a distance d to 
the node transmitter and (12) shows k bits power consumption for nodes receiving 
energy: E  (k, d) = E    × k + E   × k × d  . (11)    ( ,  ) =      ×  .  (12) 

Equation (13) shows the total energy consumption: E     =    ( , ) +    ( ,  ) =  2     +     ×    ×  =  ( ) ×   (13) 

Table 2 describes the parameters used in the implementation. 
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Table.2. Parameters of the algorithm in radio Model 
Parameters Values        50 nJ 
Sink Location (50,50)m       10pJ/bit/m4 

 
    The following charts compare the energy consumption and the number of surviving 
nodes in per iteration for different nodes; we examine the number of sensor nodes to the 
network to see what will be changed. 
    In this scenario, the numbers of sensor nodes in the network are considered 100, 
Figure 5 shows the numbers of the live nodes in per iteration for four algorithms. 
FCMCT is compared with three different clustering algorithms, namely LEACH, 
HEED, CMCT; improvement in network lifetime in the diagram is visible. 
This figure shows our algorithm has been improved, as you see in fig.5, our algorithm, 
FCMCT is %24 better than LEACH and it is %21.71 better than HEED and again it is 
%15.14 better than CMCT algorithm . 
 

 
 
Figure.5.Comparison between four algorithms and number of live nodes with a 100 -node sensor 

  In the next experiment, by assuming different number of nodes, we compared the 
network lifetime in our algorithm (FCMCT) to LEACH, HEED and CMCT algorithms. 
Results of this experiment are shown in figure.6.    
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Figure.6.Comparison network lifetime between four algorithms with a 100 -node sensor 
 
    Handy et al. used the metrics first node dies (FND) in [30] to estimate the lifetime of 
the WSNs. As seen in table.3, simulation results show nodes in LEACH algorithm start 
to die earlier than the nodes in the other algorithm. 

Table.3. FND metric in four algorithms 

Algorithm FND 
LEACH 152 
HEED 165 
CMCT 278 
FCMCT 367 

  
    Table 3 shows FCMCT is %24.26 more efficient than CMCT and %55.05 more 
efficient than HEED and %58.5 more efficient than LEACH algorithm considering in 
FND metric. Figure 7 shows power consumption of different nodes in two algorithms 
(FCMCT and CMCT. It shows that nodes in FCMCT algorithm are more balanced than 
nodes in CMCT algorithm.  

 
Figure.7.Comparison of the two algorithms on the energy cost of nodes to 100 nodes 
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    This figure shows the proposed algorithm (FCMCT) from each 100 node, 91 nodes 
had a lower cost than CMCT algorithm and only 9 nodes in CMCT had a lower cost 
than the proposed algorithm. Implementation shows that the nodes in our algorithm 
have more balanced energy consumption and they use less energy. Several experiments 
show the improvement in the proposed algorithm. 

6. Conclusion 

    In this paper, the most important goal was increasing network time life and saving 
more energy. The proposed algorithm (FCMCT) is able to achieve this. In comparison 
with CMCT, nodes in our algorithm consumed less and balanced energy, so they lose 
their energy later and it can help increasing the network life time. We can say methods 
are used such as fuzzy logic, MCT algorithm and distributed source coding (DSC) have 
been able to operate efficiently. 
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